The Shepherds Prayer: A Christmas Novel by Richard M. Barry

The Shepherds Prayer: A Christmas Novel by Richard M. Barry is one of the few books that chronicles the Bethlehem shepherds and the extraordinary events at the time of Christ's birth, and does so in a most captivating way. The Shepherds Prayer, originally published in 2006, is also available as a radio drama and an audio book.

**Holiday Tradition**

The Shepherds Prayer: A Christmas Novel by Richard M. Barry is one of the few books that chronicles the Bethlehem shepherds and the extraordinary events at the time of Christ's birth, and does so in a most captivating way. The Shepherds Prayer, originally published in 2006, is also available as a radio drama and an audio book.

**Personal Review: The Shepherds Prayer: A Christmas Novel by Richard M. Barry**

For eight years, the Feast of the Holy Innocence, December 28, has had a special personal meaning for me; however reading this book has opened this beautiful feast day in ways I had never considered. My family now treats this book as a new, but very beloved, addition to our holiday traditions. This will be our third year reading it and our second year reading it as a read aloud so that even the youngest members of our family
can enjoy it. Mr. Barry thank you for giving voice to the many families (the families of the Holy Innocents) whose cross we barely think of while joyfully celebrating and exchanging gifts.
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